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LOGIC OF FIXED POINTS AND SCOTT
TOPOLOGY
MICHAEL A. BUKATIN∗
Abstract. Domains with Scott topologies are frequently
defined as sets of fixed points of retractions or, more generally,
arbitrary Scott continuous transformations of domains. For
the case of retractions, the logical approach to this technique
was developed by Hoofman under the name of continuous
information systems. We present this approach for general
Scott continuous transformations, together with its underlying intuition, a number of applications to closure operations
and finitary retractions in the algebraic case, and a spectrum
of outstanding open problems.

1. Introduction
The elementary covariant logical approach to domains is known
under the name of information systems. This approach was introduced by Dana Scott in 1982 [18] for algebraic bounded complete
dcpo’s. We only consider bounded complete dcpo’s in the present
paper. Under this approach domain elements are thought of as
theories in a logical calculus, and continuous functions are thought
of as inference engines, deducing information about f (x) from information about x. These inference engines are known under the
name of approximable mappings. This means that whenever one
has a Scott continuous transformation, one can think of it as a
non-standard logic.
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A more complicated and less elementary contravariant logical
approach to domains uses the ideas of Stone duality and is beyond
the scope of the present paper (see [1] and references therein).
In Section 3 we present the usual framework of information systems for algebraic Scott domains. We reformulate the notion of
consistency in a more technically convenient way compared to the
standard framework [18].
Section 4 is the key section of this paper. There we show how to
take an arbitrary Scott continuous transformation (of a powerset
or, more generally, of an algebraic bounded complete dcpo) and
to use the corresponding approximable mapping as a non-standard
logic describing the domain of the fixed points of this transformation. This allows us to explain the intuition underlying the
generalization of the information systems to the case of continuous Scott domains via non-reflexive logic made by R. Hoofman [9].
Hoofman essentially considered inference engines corresponding to
retractions and used the resulting non-reflexive logic to describe
continuous domains.
Based on this intuition we further generalize the information systems to domains of fixed points of Scott continuous transformations
of powersets. This allows us to go beyond the realm of continuous
domains, and if the conjecture of Section 4.3.1 is correct, this approach would allow to describe all bounded complete dcpo’s.
We also discuss the significance of the algebraic case from the
logical point of view: algebraic Scott domains correspond to the
standard logic, while some of the more general classes of bounded
complete domains result from either Hoofman’s non-reflexive logic
or Sazonov’s non-finitary logic [16].
The subsequent sections, which represent our earlier results, may
be also viewed as applications of Section 4. Section 5 studies the
notion of subdomain and the domain of subdomains for the algebraic Scott domains. We show that the closure operations play
an exclusive role in the formation of subdomains in the algebraic
case, as opposed to retractions or projections, even when those are
finitary (i.e. their sets of fixed points are algebraic). This exclusive role can be explained by the intuition presented in Section 4.
Namely, we’ll see that it is the closure operations, and not the
finitary retractions in general, that correspond to the standard logic
under our approach.
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Section 6 studies finitary retractions and provides the following novel simple criterion for their finitarity. Consider the approximable mapping r corresponding to a retraction |r|. The relation
urv holds, if whenever u is true about x, v is true about |r|(x).
Here x is a domain element, and u and v are finite conjunctions
of elementary statements from the underlying logic. Then the retraction |r| is finitary, if and only if whenever urw, there is such
finite conjunction v, that urv, vrv, vrw. Again, the results can be
viewed as an illustration for the intuition of Section 4. Basically, the
“reflexive” conjunctions v form the skeleton of the new standard
logic describing the domain isomorphic to the Fix(|r|). Some of
the results of Sections 5 and 6 might be known in folklore, as Carl
Gunter suggested to me. However, it turned out to be impossible
to trace any written evidence of that.
2. Related Work and Notation
The canonical reference for the theory of domains equipped with
Scott topology is [2].
The origins of using inverse transitivity to describe non-algebraic
continuous domains should probably be traced to R-structures
introduced by Smyth [20].
Hoofman gave this idea its truly logical form in [9].
Among the related papers of interest one should mention the
results obtained by Vickers [21], Edalat and Smyth [8], and more
recently Jung, Kegelmann, and Moshier [11].
One should also mention the thesis by Rothe [15] extensively
studying retractions in continuous domains.
We assume that all dcpo’s in this paper have the least element,
⊥.
Recall that if an algebraic dcpo is bounded complete, it is called
an algebraic Scott domain or, simply, a Scott domain, and that if
a continuous dcpo is bounded complete, it is called a continuous
Scott domain.
To be consistent with these definitions, if a dcpo is bounded
complete, we call it a complete Scott domain.
3. Algebraic Information Systems and Domains
This section outlines the approach of information systems in the
case of algebraic Scott domains as can be found, e.g. in [18, 12, 13].
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The algebraic information systems and domains described in this
reflect the standard notions of inference and theories in traditional
formal theories.
3.1. Information systems and domains
The approach of information systems describes an approximation domain as a set of theories in a logical calculus. There are
two ways to follow this approach. One could consider a given
approximation domain, which obeys certain specific axioms, and
then try to build such a logical calculus, that its theories form an
isomorphic domain. This approach is very useful, when one needs
to investigate which class of domains is covered by a specific variant
of information systems, or when one starts with a given domain to
begin with.
However, for didactic purposes, a different approach has proven
much more valuable. This approach was used in the first key paper
on information systems by Dana Scott [18] and works as follows.
We presume that there is some approximation domain on the background, but we do not specify it precisely. Then, having this hypothetical domain in mind, we reason about the desired properties
of our logical systems and impose appropriate axioms describing
the behavior of these systems. Then we define domains as sets
of theories and establish their properties as theorems rather than
postulating them as axioms.
3.1.1. UNKNOWN as a truth value
An information system is a logical calculus of elementary statements
and their finite conjuctions. These elementary statements and finite
conjunctions should be viewed as continuous predicates of a special
kind on the elements of the domain in question. These predicates
map domains elements to a two-element set of truth values, however
these truth values are not ordinary true and false, but true and
unknown. This crucial feature is usually not emphasized enough,
but one needs to keep it in mind.
The reason for this distinction is that we view a domain element,
x, as a dynamic object, about which only some of the information is known at any given time of the computational process, but
which later can be supplemented with more information, and thus
replaced with y, x v y. The information, which was unknown
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about x, can become true about y. This dynamic process is, however, viewed as monotonic with respect to time — once a piece of
information becomes true about an element, it remains this way
further on.
It is possible to talk about false pieces of information about x —
these are such pieces of information which are not true about any
y, such that x v y, that is, the pieces which cannot become true
about x during its arbitrary monotonic evolution. The false truth
values will be treated via consistency mechanism, however they will
always remain auxiliary, and usually can be easily eliminated from
the scene if necessary, while true and unknown truth values are
essential.
3.1.2 Example: formal theories
The most natural example one should keep in mind is any traditional formal theory, where elementary statements are all formulas,
and the domain in question is the domain of all theories ordered by
ordinary set-theoretic inclusion.
If a statement belongs to a theory, we will say that it is true
in (or, if you wish, “about”) this theory, otherwise it is unknown
in this theory. If the theory cannot be refined to a larger noncontradictory theory to include a specific statement, we might wish
to say that this statement is false in (“about”) this theory.
In the traditional formal theories any deduction is thought of as
a formal text of finite length. Hence any entailment of a statement
or a contradiction from a set of statements is made on the basis of
a finite subset of this set. This finitarity property will be reflected
in the definitions below.
3.1.3. Consistency and entailment
Let us denote the set of elementary statements as D, and the set of
all its finite subsets as Pfin (D). We interpret a finite subset, u ⊆ D,
u = {d1 , · · · , dn }, as a finite conjuction of statements d1 , · · · , dn .
Keeping the hypothetical approximation domain at the background, we would like to call a finite conjuction, u, of elementary
statements consistent, if there is a domain element, x, about which
all statements of u are true.
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It is traditional to assume that ∅ is consistent, that is, that the
domain in question is non-empty [18]. We do follow this tradition here. It is also traditional to assume that any single elementary statement is true about some domain element, that is, {d} is
consistent for any elementary statement d. This means that one
considers contradictory elementary statements to be “junk” and
wants to exclude them from an information system.
We would like to depart from this convention, as it seems to gain
nothing, and makes it more difficult to talk about some natural
examples, like the one considered in the previous subsection, and
also makes it impossible to talk about effective structures on domains in full generality (the point of view, advocated, in particular,
by V.Yu.Sazonov; our style of information system is, in fact, intermediate between the traditional one and the style of Sazonov [16]
and seems to be the most convenient). Our choice will also make
the discourse in Sections 4 and 5 more technically convenient. In
particular, it enables the systematic proof of Theorem 5.2 based on
Section 5 instead of an ad hoc proof given in [3].
We would like to say, that a finite conjuction, u, of elementary
statements entails an elementary statement, d, if whenever u is true
about a domain element, x, statement d is also true about x.
Again, it is traditional to consider only consistent conjuctions,
u, in the context of entailment. However, it is much more convenient to assume that a conjuction, which is not consistent, entails
everything. It is technically convenient to introduce a special false
statement, ∇, which entails everything and follows from all inconsistent conjunctions.
Taking all this into account, the following definition becomes
quite natural.
Definition 3.1. The tuple A = (DA , ∇A , `A ), where DA is a set
of distinctive tokens (elementary statements), ∇A ∈ DA (the false
statement), `A ⊆ Pfin (DA ) × Pfin (DA ) (the entailment relation) is
called an algebraic information system if
1. ∅ 6`A {∇A } (non-degeneracy; a calculus must admit at least
one non-contradictory theory);
2. ∀u, v ∈ Pfin (DA ). v ⊆ u ⇒ u `A v (reflexivity of entailment
and conjunction elimination);
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3. ∀u, v1 , . . . , vn , w ∈ Pfin (DA ). u `A v1 , . . . , u `A vn , v1 ∪
. . . ∪ vn `A w ⇒ u `A w (transitivity of entailment and
conjunction introduction);
4. ∀u ∈ Pfin (DA ). {∇A } `A u (contradiction entails everything).
The equivalence between this and the classical definition of
information system will be shown in Section 3.1.5.
3.1.4. Theories as domain elements
Definition 3.2. Domain |A| associated with an algebraic information system A is the set of theories,
{x ⊆ DA |
1. u ⊆ x, u `A v ⇒ v ⊆ x (x is deductively closed);
2. ∇A 6∈ x (deductively closed x is consistent) }.
Informally, we will say that if d ∈ x, then d is true about x,
otherwise d is unknown about x.
The following two theorems can be proven along the lines given
in [18].
Theorem 3.1. Domain |A| associated with algebraic information
system A is an algebraic Scott domain.
Theorem 3.2. For any algebraic Scott domain (X, vX ), there is an
algebraic information system A, such that the partial order (|A|, vA )
is isomorphic to partial order (X, vX ).
3.1.5. Equivalence between classical information systems
and our definition
0 , Con0 , `0 ), where D 0 is a set of
Definition 3.3. A = (DA
A
A
A
0 ) (the consistent
distinctive tokens (assertions), Con0A ⊆ Pfin (DA
0 (the entailment
finite conjunctions of assertions), `0A ⊆ Con0A × DA
relation), is called a classical information system if
(i) ∅ ∈ Con0A (non-degeneracy; empty domains are
barred);
0 .{d} ∈ Con0 (no “junk”);
(ii) ∀d ∈ DA
A
(iii) ∀u ⊆ v ∈ Con0A .u ∈ Con0A ;
(iv) ∀d ∈ u ∈ Con0A .u `0A d (reflexivity of entailment);
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0 .u `0 d ⇒ u ∪ {d} ∈ Con0
(v) ∀u ∈ Con0A , d ∈ DA
A
A
(entailment preserves consistency);
0 .(∀d0 ∈ v.u `0 d0 ), v `0
(vi) ∀u, v ∈ Con0A , d ∈ DA
A
A
d ⇒ u `0A d (transitivity of entailment).

The domain |A| associated with a classical information system A
0 satisfying the consistency condition,
is defined as a set of x ∈ DA
∀u ⊆ x. u is finite ⇒ u ∈ Con0A , and the condition of deductive
0 . u `0 d ⇒ d ∈ x. Of course, v
closeness, ∀u ⊆ x, d ∈ DA
|A| is
A
defined to equal ⊆.
All such domains are algebraic Scott domains, and for any algebraic Scott domain X it is possible to build a classical information
system A, such that |A| is isomorphic to X. So everything is very
similar to our version of algebraic information systems.
Now we are going to establish an even stronger equivalence between these two versions. We are going to build two translations as
follows. Given an algebraic information system A = (DA , ∇A , `A ),
we will build a classical information system, B = C(A), and given
0 , Con0 , `0 ), we will build
a classical information system, B = (DB
B
B
an algebraic information system A = S(B), such that the following
properties hold.
For domains, |C(A)| = |A| and |S(B)| = |B|, where the set equalities take place, as opposed to mere isomorphisms. For information
systems, C(S(B)) = B and if we consider Ac = S(C(A)), then
DAc = DA \ {d ∈ DA | d `A ∇A &d 6= ∇A } and `Ac is obtained
by restricting `A on Pfin (DAc ) × Pfin (DAc ). Basically, the only
disturbance that S ◦ C cannot avoid is that other “junk” tokens
equivalent to ∇A die.
The translations are defined by the following formulas.
0
DC(A) = {d ∈ DA |{d} 6`A ∇A }; Con0C(A) = {u ∈ Pfin (DA )|u 6`A ∇A };
0
if u ∈ Con0C(A) , d ∈ DC(A)
, then u `0C(A) d ⇔ u `A {d}.
0 ∪ {∇
0
DS(B) = DB
S(B) } (under assumption ∇S(B) 6∈ DB ).
Consider u, v ∈ Pfin (DS(B) ), d1 , . . . , dn ∈ DS(B) . If u 6∈ Con0A
then u `S(B) v. If u ∈ Con0A then u `S(B) {d1 , . . . , dn } ⇔ u `0B
d1 , . . . , u `0B dn .
It is easy to check that if A is an algebraic information system
and B is a classical information system, then C(A) is a classical
information system, S(B) is an algebraic information system, and
our claims above hold.
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3.2. Approximable mappings and continuous functions
Information systems allow to think about domain elements as
theories. Likewise, this approach allows to think about Scott continuous functions as special inference engines, which infer information about output, f (x), from information about input, x.
Unfortunately, these input-output inference engines are called
approximable mappings for their property to approximate
one another. While this is an important property, Scott continuous functions thought of as graphs, or, in fact, any functions to
domains approximate one another. Moreover, the “mappings” in
question are not even functions. However, at this point of the
development of the field one does not have much of a choice, but
to follow the accepted terminology.
The following definition takes into account the intuition, that
consistent information about input should produce consistent
information about output, and that “native” inference relations of
input and output domains can be used by an input-output
inference engine.
Definition 3.4. Given two information systems, A and B, relation
f ⊆ Pfin (DA ) × Pfin (DB ) is called an input-output inference relation or an approximable mapping between A and B, if the following
axioms hold:
1. ∅f ∅ (non-triviliality; minimalistic version of uf ∅);
2. ∀u ∈ Pfin (DA ). u 6`A {∇A } ⇒ ¬(uf {∇B }) (preservation of
consistency);
3. {∇A }f {∇B } (inconsistency about an input allows to infer
anything about the corresponding output);
4. ∀u ∈ Pfin (DA ), v1 , . . . , vn ∈ Pfin (DB ). uf v1 , . . . uf vn ⇒
uf (v1 ∪ . . . ∪ vn ) (accumulation of output information, i.e.
conjunction introduction);
5. ∀u0 , u ∈ Pfin (DA ), v, v 0 ∈ Pfin (DB ). u0 `A u, uf v, v `B
v 0 ⇒ u0 f v 0 (transitivity with “native” inference relations in
A and B).
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3.2.1. Scott continuous functions
An approximable mapping, f , between information systems A and
B naturally gives rise to a function, |f | : |A| → |B|, where |f |(x) is
computed by inferring all information from x using f .
We will see that |f | is always Scott continuous, and that for any
Scott continuous function g : |A| → |B| one can find an approxc| = f .
imable mapping gb between A and B, such that |b
g | = g, |f
Together with the results about identity maps and composition this
yields an equivalence between the category of algebraic information
systems and approximable mappings and the category of algebraic
Scott domains and Scott continuous functions.
Definition 3.5. Given an approximable mapping f between A
and B, define the associated function |f | : |A| → |B| by formula
|f |(x) = {d ∈ DB | ∃u ⊆ x. uf {d}}.
Theorem 3.3. Function |f | is correctly defined and Scott continuous.
Definition 3.6. Given a Scott continuous function g : |A| → |B|,
define the associated relation gb ⊆ Pfin (DA ) × Pfin (DB ) by formula
ub
g v ⇔ ∀x ∈ |A|. u ⊆ x ⇒ v ⊆ g(x).
It is easy to check that gb is an approximable mapping.
If u ∈ Pfin (DA ) is consistent, then ub
g v ⇔ v ⊆ g(u), otherwise
ub
g v for all v ∈ Pfin (DB ).
This and the Scott continuity of g allow to establish easily, that
c| = f .
|b
g | = g, |f
Moreover, f ⊆ g iff |f | v[A→B] |g|.
3.2.2. Identity and composition
It is easy to see that | `A | = idA , where ∀x ∈ |A|. idA (x) = x.
Define the composition of approximable mappings
f ⊆ Pfin (DA ) × Pfin (DB ) and
g ⊆ Pfin (DB ) × Pfin (DC ) as g ◦ f = h ⊆ Pfin (DA ) × Pfin (DC ),
such that uhw ⇔ ∃v ∈ Pfin (DB ). uf v, vgw.
One can think of g ◦ f as an input-output inference engine obtained by hooking the
! input of engine g to the output of engine f :
←g←f ←

.

It is easy to check that |g ◦ f | = |g| ◦ |f |.
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3.3. Functional spaces
Consider algebraic information systems A and B. We are going
to define an information system, [A → B], such that |[A → B]|
would consist precisely of all approximable mappings between A
and B.
Since there is an isomorphism between approximable mappings
and Scott continuous functions, and since the set-theoretical inclusion of approximable mappings corresponds to the partial order on
the domain of Scott continuous functions, [|A| → |B|], we will use
the information system [A → B] to represent this functional space.
Take D[A→B] = Pfin (DA )×Pfin (DB ). Take ∇[A→B] = h∅, {∇B }i.
0 i},
Say, that {hu1 , v1 i, . . . , hun , vn i} `[A→B] {hu01 , v10 i, . . . , hu0m , vm
where n, m ≥ 0, if
S
1. for any i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, {j∈{1,...,n} | u0 `A uj } vj `B vi0 or
i
u0i `A ∇A ; or
S
S
2. ∃I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}. i∈I ui 6`A ∇A , i∈I vi `B ∇B .
We leave the necessary correctness checks to the reader.
3.4. Effective domains and computations
We say that an algebraic information system A is effective, if DA
and `A are recursively enumerable. The corresponding domain |A|
is called effective too.
An important example is produced by the effective domain of
arithmetic theories in any of the usual systems of arithmetic. This
example shows why our degree of generality is the right one.
Usually people give a more restrictive definition, which is equivalent to DA and `A being recursive. One of the reasons for this is the
inconvenience of the definition of a classical information system. Indeed, if A is an effective algebraic information system, then Con0C(A)
is co-recursively enumerable, and `0C(A) has to be defined effectively
on a co-recursively enumerable domain of definition, which is not a
trivial undertaking, and, in any case, the result would be awkward.
An element x ∈ |A| is called computable if it is a recursively
enumerable set. This condition is equivalent to the recursive enumerability of the set of compact elements approximating x.
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If f is a computable element of a functional domain, |[A → B]|,
we call it a computable function. Observe that computable functions map computable elements to computable elements and, moreover, transform a recursive enumeration of x into the recursive
enumeration of |f |(x).
We should note here that the problems of the correctness of
definition for effective domains and computable elements are not
decidable in general. For example, it is often impossible to develop
a procedure deciding whether a given effective domain is not empty,
or whether a given recursive enumeration of a computable element
does not contain ∇.
An implementation of a computable element is some computational device, which recursively enumerates the tokens of this
element. The issues of more effective implementation of some classes
of computable elements (defined by some restricted classes of
formulas) are quite important from the practical viewpoint.
4. Non-reflexive Logics for Non-algebraic Domains
In the previous section we saw that information systems based on
the ordinary logic correspond to algebraic Scott domains. Hence, in
order to generalize the logical approach to larger classes of dcpo’s,
one has to modify the logic of inference and/or the notion of theory.
In this section we concern ourselves with bounded complete dcpo’s.
Significant progress for some classes of domains which are not bounded complete was achieved by Abramsky [1].
This section develops our ideas from [4, 5] and Appendix 1 of [6].
4.1. Non-reflexive logic
The seminal paper [9] by R.Hoofman generalized the logical
approach to non-algebraic continuous domains. Hoofman replaced
the ordinary relexivity rule, A ` A, with a weaker property of
inverse modus ponens: A ` C ⇒ ∃B. A ` B, B ` C. His paper
is a well-written one, but at the same time the actual and simple
reasons for his construction to work are hidden in its later sections.
Thus, the average reader gets an impression that it is a miracle
construction, and the real intuition behind this paper is lost.
In particular, another important feature, which allows to exploit non-relexivity, is underemphasized. This feature is the change
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in the notion of a theory (i.e. domain element). A theory, x, is
traditionally a consistent, deductively closed set of statements.
Hoofman adds an additional requirement of inverse deductive closeness, which is trivial for a reflexive situation: ∀d ∈ DA .d ∈ x ⇒
∃u ⊆f in x.u `A d.
We will soon see, that this feature is essential for his approach,
while the inverse modus ponens rule is important only in order to
maintain continuity of the resulting domain. In fact, we generalize
the results of [9] to arbitrary spaces of fixed points of Scott continuous transformations of algebraic Scott domains, by omitting both
the inverse and the standard rule of modus ponens.
This will allow us to go beyond continuous domains, and potentially (modulo the conjecture in Section 4.3.1) to all bounded
complete dcpo’s.
4.1.1. Correspondence between properties of Scott continuous functions and inference rules
Scott continuous functions are equivalent to input-output inference
engines (approximable mappings). In particular, given an algebraic information system A, Scott continuous transformations |f |
of the corresponding domain |A| are equivalent to the generalized
inferences f ⊆ Pfin (DA ) × Pfin (DA ), which are transitive with the
standard `A and respect consistency and inconsistency.
Reflexivity. Consider the reflexive f , v ⊆ u ⇒ uf v. Since
uf v, v `A w ⇒ uf w, if f is reflexive, then from ∀u ∈ Pfin (DA ). uf u
we can infer `A ⊆ f . Hence if f is reflexive, then ∀x ∈ |A|. x vA
|f |(x).
Conversely, ∀x ∈ |A|. x vA |f |(x) implies that f is reflexive.
Transitivity. It is easy to see, that ∀u, v, w ∈ Pfin (DA ). uf v,
vf w ⇒ uf w is equivalent to the condition |f | ◦ |f | v[A→A] |f |.
Inverse transitivity. It is easy to see, that the Hoofman rule of
inverse transitivity, ∀u, w ∈ Pfin (DA ). uf w ⇒ ∃v ∈ Pfin (DA ). uf v,
vf w is equivalent to |f | v[A→A] |f | ◦ |f |.
Retractions. The previous two paragraphs imply that f is
transitive and inversely transtive if and only if |f | is a retraction:
|f | = |f | ◦ |f |.
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Inverse reflexivity. The rule ∀x ∈ |A|. |f |(x) vA x is equivalent
to the following rule of “inverse reflexivity”: uf v ⇒ u ` v, which
will be transformed into uf v ⇒ v ⊆ u in some simple cases.
Closures and projections. It is easy to see, that reflexivity
implies inverse transitivity, and that inverse reflexivity implies transitivity.
Hence, the combination of reflexivity and transitivity yields
precisely closures (such retractions |f |, that x vA |f |(x)), and
the combination of inverse reflexivity and inverse transitivity yields
precisely projections (such retractions |f |, that |f |(x) vA x).
4.1.2. Fixed points as theories
Consider the definition of |f |: |f |(x) = {d | ∃u ∈ x. uf {d}}. So
|f |(x) consists of tokens which are inferrable from x via inference
engine f .
Hence, the deductive closeness of x with respect to inference f ,
∀u, v ∈ Pfin (DA ). u ∈ x, uf v ⇒ v ∈ x is equivalent to |f |(x) vA x.
Similarly, the inverse deductive closeness of x with respect to
inference f , namely ∀v ∈ Pfin (DA ). v ∈ x ⇒ ∃u ∈ Pfin (DA ). u ∈
x, uf v, is equivalent to x v |f |(x).
Hence, together the deductive closeness and the inverse deductive
closeness of x with respect to inference f is equivalent to x being a
fixed point of |f |: |f |(x) = x.
4.1.3. Domains of fixed points
The previous paragraph suggests the following procedure. Consider an algebraic information system A and replace its entailment
relation with an approximable mapping f between A and A.
Then replace the notion of theory with the consistent subset
x ⊆ DA , such that x is deductively closed and inversely deductively
closed with respect to f . The result is the domain |Af | of fixed
points of contionuous transformation |f |, |Af | = Fix(f ) ⊆ |A|.
We can call |Af | a fixed-point subdomain of |A|.
However, we want to introduce a more general notion of a fixedpoint subdomain.
4.1.4. Adding the top element
Consider an algebraic information system A = (DA , ∇A , `A ) and
the corresponding domain |A|. Consider an element ∇A> 6∈ DA
and define the algebraic information system A> as follows.
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S
Take DA> = DA {∇A> }. Of course, we take ∇A> as the ∇ of
the new system. We set u `A> v iff either u `A v or ∇A> ∈ u.
S
Then |A> | = |A| {>}, where > = DA> = {∇A } is the new top
element.
4.1.5. General notion of fixed-point subdomain
In this subsection we consider approximable mappings as
generalized entailment relations. Sometimes we would like an
approximable mapping f to entail the contradiction from some of
finite conjuctions of statements from DA , noncontradictory under
`A . In order to formalize such a situation we have to consider
approximable mappings f from A to A> .
The general notion of a fixed-point subdomain of A is the set of
fixed points of Scott continuous function |f | : |A| → |A> |, Fix(f ) =
{x ∈ A | x = |f |(x)}. Equivalently, one can consider fixed points
of Scott continuous transformations |f | of domain A> , such that
|f |(>) = >.
If, for the sake of tradition, one wants to impose the requirement
that the subdomains are non-empty, one has to add the requirement
|f |(⊥) 6= >.
4.1.6. Application: removing the compact top element
Assume that an algebraic Scott domain |B| has the compact top
element >B 6= ⊥B (in particular, |A> | has the compact top element,
{∇A> }). Then consider |f | : |B| → |B> |, such that |f |(>B ) = >B>
and |f |(x) = x for all other x ∈ |B|.
Then Fix(f ) = B \ {>B }.
The compactness of >B is important, since a Scott continuous
function on an algebraic Scott domain is completly defined by its
values on compact elements.
In terms of entailment, uf v iff either u `B v or >B ⊆ u. It
is easy to see,
T that since >B 6= ⊥B , the resulting system B6> =
(DB , ∇B , f (Pfin (DB ) × Pfin (DB ))) is an algebraic information
system, and |B6> | = B \ {>B }.
4.1.7. Powersets and qualitative domains
S
Consider set D, such that ∇A 6∈ D, and define DA = D {∇A }
and u `m
A v iff v ⊆ u or ∇A ∈ u. The resulting minimal algebraic
information system Am = (DA , ∇A , `m
A ) defines the powerset of D
as its domain |Am |.
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If we consider W ⊂ Pfin (DA ), such that ∅ 6∈ W , {∇A } ∈ W ,
and modify the previous construction so that u `A v iff v ⊆ u or
∃w ∈ W. w ⊆ u, then we obtain a qualitative domain (see [9]). We
can modify the construction of cutting the compact top element
above to obtain any qualitative domain from the powerset domain.
4.1.8. General notion of finitary information system and
finitary Scott domain
Consider an algebraic information system A = (DA , ∇A , `A ) and an
approximable mapping f from A to A> . We agreed that f describes
a fixed-point subdomain of |A|. Observe that f also describes a
fixed-point subdomain of |Am |. Moreover, the sets of fixed points
of corresponding Scott continuous functions |f | : |A| → |A> | and
|f | : |Am | → |Am
> | coincide.
This leads us to a general definition of what we call a
finitary information system and the definition of the corresponding
finitary Scott domain. We will respect the rule |f |(⊥) 6= > meaning
the non-emptyness of the resulting domains. These definitions will
be respectively a streamlined equivalent of Am together with an
approximable mapping f between Am and Am
> and a description of
the set of fixed points of the corresponding function |f |.
Definition 4.1. The tuple A = (DA , ∇A , `0A ), where DA is a set
of distinctive tokens (elementary statements), ∇A ∈ DA (the false
statement), `0A ⊆ Pfin (DA ) × Pfin (DA ) (the entailment relation) is
called a finitary information system if
1. ∅ 6`0A {∇A } (non-degeneracy; a calculus must admit at least
one non-contradictory theory);
2. ∅ `0A ∅ (non-triviliality);
3. ∀u, v1 , . . . , vn ∈ Pfin (DA ). u `0A v1 , . . . u `0A vn ⇒ u `0A
(v1 ∪ . . . ∪ vn ) (accumulation of output information);
4. ∀u0 , u, v, v 0 ∈ Pfin (DA ). u0 ⊆ u, u0 `0A v 0 , v ⊆ v 0 ⇒ u `0A v;
5. ∀u, v ∈ Pfin (DA ). u `0A {∇A } ⇒ u `0A v;
6. ∀u, v ∈ Pfin (DA ). ∇A ∈ u ⇒ u `0A v.
Definition 4.2. The finitary Scott domain |A| associated with a
finitary information system A is the set of theories,
{x ⊆ DA |
1. u ⊆ x, u `0A v ⇒ v ⊆ x (x is deductively closed);
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2. v ⊆ x ⇒ ∃u ∈ Pfin (DA ). u `0A v, u ⊆ x (x is inversely
deductively closed);
3. ∇A 6∈ x (deductively closed x is consistent) }.
In order to check the correctness of our discourse, one has to
consider information systems Am = (DA , ∇A , `m
A ) and the corresponding system Am
.
Given
a
finitary
information
system
>
S A =
(DA , ∇A , `0A ), one should define f ⊆ Pfin (DA )×Pfin (DA {∇Am
})
>
via uf v ⇔ u `0A v or ∇A ∈ u and establish that f is an approximable mapping, such that ¬(∅f {∇Am
}). Then given an approx>
m
imable mapping f between Am and Am
> , such that ¬(∅f {∇A> }),
0
0
m
one should define `A via u `A v ⇔ uf v and ∇A> 6∈ v and establish
that A = (DA , ∇A , `0A ) is a finitary information system.
Finally one should observe that we have just defined one-to-one
correspondence between all possible entailment relations in finitary
information systems (DA , ∇A , `0A ) and all approximable mappings
m
between Am and Am
> , such that ¬(∅f {∇A> }), and that under that
correspondence finitary Scott domains are exactly the sets of fixed
points of the respective functions |f |.
4.1.9. Domains of fixed-point subdomains
In the subsections 4.1.5 and 4.1.8 we defined a finitary information
system and the corresponding finitary Scott domain of fixed points
of |f | for any approximable mapping f , such that ¬(∅f {∇A> }),
between any algebraic information system A = (DA , ∇A , `A ) and
the corresponding system A> .
The approximable mapping f , such that ∅f {∇A> }, corresponding to Scott continuous function |f |, such that |f |(⊥) = >A> , is
the top compact element of the domain [A → A> ], and, hence,
it can be removed by the technique described above, yielding the
algebraic Scott domain |[A → A> ]6> |.
Because these mappings f are in one-to-one correspondence with
fixed-point subdomains of |A|, we can take the domain |[A → A> ]6> |
as representing fixed-point subdomains of |A|. Of course, different f might have the same set of fixed points, and hence the
corresponding fixed-point domains will coincide as sets, but their
underlying entailment relations will differ, so they should be
considered different subdomains.
Hence we call |[A → A> ]6> | the domain of fixed-point subdomains
of |A|.
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4.1.10 Discussion
One should observe that f is not an arbitrary new entailment relation, but is closely related to the original `A , namely f is transitive
with respect to `A due to the axioms of approximable mappings.
This property is responsible for the fact that all elements of the
resulting fixed-point subdomain belong to the original domain.
We can think about a fixed-point subdomain as the result of
some elements of the original domain being destroyed. There are
three mechanisms of such a destruction. An element can lose its
deductive closeness or consistency. When these two mechanisms
are involved, we still remain within the realm of reflexive logic and
algebraic subdomains result. This important case is covered in
details in Section 5.
The third mechanism of destruction of elements of the original
domain is the loss of inverse deductive closeness. When this happens we, in general, go beyond ordinary reflexive logic. However,
there are cases of non-reflexive f ’s, where we still can remain within
the realm of reflexive logic. The price for this is the distortion of the
resulting subdomain: instead of the proper fixed-point subdomain
we only obtain a domain isomorphic to this fixed-point subdomain.
One such case, namely the case of finitary retractions, is considered
in details in Section 6.
We could have considered a different definition of a fixed-point
subdomain of |A|, namely any finitary information system determined by arbitrary approximable mapping f from Am to Am
> , such
that Fix(|f |) is a non-empty subset of |A|. Then, however, it is
unlikely that we could form a domain of such subdomains, although
I did not try to prove such a result. Even if we could do so, such
domains of subdomains would not have to be isomorphic for isomorphic domains |A| and |B| if the cardinalities of DA and DB
differ. Hence this alternative definition is unsatisfactory.
4.1.11 Results for continuous Scott domains
Now the results on continuous information systems by Hoofman
can be easily explained. He retained transitivity of f and replaced
its reflexivity by inverse transitivity. This resulted in |f | being a
retraction.
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It is well known that retractions of continuous lattices are continuous lattices, and that all continuous lattices can be obtained as
retractions of powersets, and these results can be generalized for
continuous Scott domains, since the only thing which distinguish
them from continuous lattices is that continuous Scott domains do
not have to possess the top element.
These facts explain the success of Hoofman’s program for continuous Scott domains.
4.2 Infinitary logic
In [16] Sazonov and Sviridenko introduced another generalization
of logic. They kept reflexivity and transitivity, but removed the
finitarity requirement that an infinite set of statements x only infers
those statements, which the finite subsets u ⊆ x infer.
Their approach describes exactly all bounded complete partial
orders. Directed completeness is equivalent to the following
requirement of partial finitarity: a set of statements x cannot infer
the contradiction, unless one of its finite subsets u ⊆ x infers the
contradiction.
Hence partially finitary systems of Sazonov and Sviridenko
exactly correspond to complete Scott domains.
Sazonov and Sviridenko also gave characterizations of some
subclasses of complete Scott domains in their system, in particular,
they described a class of their logic corresponding to continuous
Scott domains.
4.3. Open issues
4.3.1 The class of finitary Scott domains
What is the class of domains described as fixed-point domains is
an important open question. It is well known that the set of fixed
points of a Scott continuous transformation of a complete lattice is
a complete lattice. It was traditionally thought that the converse is
also true, namely that any complete lattice can be obtained as a set
of fixed points of a Scott continuous transformation of a sufficiently
large powerset. For example, Exercise 18.4.3(ii)(1) on page 491 of
the famous textbook on lambda calculus by Barendregt [7] asks to
establish this for the case of countable bases of the respective Scott
topologies.
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Hence we expected that our approach would allow us to obtain
all complete Scott domains. We thus expected to follow the terminology of continuous information systems by Hoofman and call the
fixed-point information systems developed in this section complete
information systems.
However, our analysis of literature and numerous conversations
with experts in the field convinced us that the problem stated in
the textbook by Barendregt is, in fact, open. Our attempts to solve
it were, so far, unsuccessful. Hence we opted for the less committing terminology of finitary information systems and finitary Scott
domains.
4.3.2. Important subclasses
What subclasses of finitary domains will be obtained, if we require
f to be transitive or, more strongly, inversely reflexive? The conjecture is that we still obtain all finitary Scott domains as sets of
fixed points of the corresponding functions |f |.
Transitivity is, of course, a very desirable property of a logical
system, so it is of interest to check whether it restricts generality. These questions come in at least two flavors: for f defining a
continuous transformation of |Am | and for f defining a continuous
transformation of an arbitrary algebraic Scott domain |A|.
4.3.3. Approximable mappings and other issues for finitary information systems
Hoofman successfully introduced the notion of continuous approximable mapping for continuous information systems based on the
fact, that given spaces A and B and their retractions rA : A → A
and rB : B → B, one can build a retraction (A → B) → (A → B),
namely f 7→ rB ◦ f ◦ rA . Scott continuous functions f : A → B,
such that f = rB ◦ f ◦ rA , are in one-to-one correspondence with
Scott continuous functions Fix(rA ) → Fix(rB ).
Unfortunately, no such simple solution seems possible for finitary
information systems. Yet, a satisfactory notion of finitary approximable mapping seems to be necessary for further successful studies
of finitary information systems.
There is a possibly simpler variant of this problem if f is required
to be transitive.
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4.3.4. Possible translation between nonreflexive and nonfinitary logics
In [16] Sazonov and Sviridenko gave a translation between their
logic and the logic of Hoofman for continuous Scott domains.
Naturally there is a question whether such a translation is possible for a larger class of domains.
It also might be of interest to combine the features of nonreflexive
and nonfinitary logic in one system.
5. Subdomains for the Algebraic Case
This section represents our results obtained in 1986-1988 and
presented in [3]. With the introduction of our new version of the
definition of algebraic information system and our ideas in nonreflexive logic the presentation is greatly simplified.
For the duration of this section “domain” means algebraic Scott
domain, “subdomain” means algebraic Scott subdomain, and
“information system” means algebraic information system.
5.1. The brief history of the question
In this section, we study the question “Which subsets of a domain
should be considered subdomains?” for the domains described by
algebraic information systems. One criterion for a good answer is a
requirement that all subdomains of domain |A| should themselves
form a domain, |Sub(A)|. We would also like to be able to solve
domain equations such as |X| ∼
= |Sub(X)| + . . .. It will be shown in
the next few pages that the framework of domains as abstract cpo’s
does not provide sufficient hints for the solution, but information
systems do.
The systematic use of the operation of taking a certain subset of
a domain to form another domain and the systematic consideration
of domains, whose elements are domains, first appear in the mid’70’s [17, 19]. It is notable that nobody has tried to consider arbitrary subsets of domain |A| that would satisfy a particular version
of domain axioms, although at the first glance this would seem to
be the most intuitive and general version of a subdomain definition
in the framework of domains as abstract cpo’s. The reason why
nobody has considered such a definition is that such arbitrary subsets might satisfy the domain axioms for random causes, and their
collection would be totally unmanageable; in particular, one cannot
hope to form a domain, |Sub(A)|, with these subsets as elements.
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The next idea, which originated by Dana Scott in [17], is to define
a subdomain as a set of fixed points of a retraction belonging to
a certain class. There are two problems here: a) What are the
reasons for using retractions? b) What is the appropriate class of
retractions? None of these problems receives a clear answer in the
framework of domains as abstract cpo’s. On the use of retractions
Scott writes: “it seems almost an accident that the idea [to use the
retractions] can be applied” (see [17], p.540).
For the algebraic case, Scott suggests using closure operations,
that is, retractions |r|, such that |r| w id. This suggestion can be
motivated by the theorem (see [17], Theorem 5.1) saying that the
fixed points of a closure operation [on an algebraic lattice] form an
algebraic lattice. Although this is not true for arbitrary retractions
or projections (i.e. retractions |r|, such that |r| v id), if we consider
finitary retractions or projections (finitary means algebraicity of
the set of fixed points), then this argument no longer favors closure
operations.
In the paper entitled “Data Types as Objects” [19], Shamir and
Wadge suggest that to describe the systems of polymorphic types,
one should consider data types that incorporate their own subtypes
as elements, and allow an element of a data type to belong simultaneously to different subtypes of this data type.
Let us briefly present the main features of subtypes in [19]. The
subtype |Y | = {x ∈ |D| | x v y} is associated with each element y of
a data type |D|. We can view such subtype as the set of fixed points
of the (finitary, in the algebraic case) projection x 7→ xuy. Subtypes
are ordered simply by inclusion. Thus, this simple approach yields
the result that |D| ∼
= |Sub(D)| for every domain |D|. Each element
represents the subtype of its approximations, and an element x
belongs to all subtypes |Y | of |D| that are represented by y’s, such
that x v y.
At the end of the Introduction to [3], we discussed the rather
adverse relations between retraction-based approaches to subtyping ( [17, 19], and this section are based on retractions) and the
dominant form of modern theories of typing that deals with types
of intensional objects (the type polymorphism in ML is, probably,
the most widely known example).
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5.2. Algebraic subdomains correspond to closures
When we considered this problem in [3], we were using classical
information systems. We wrote: “Let us consider informally, what
should we do to an information system A to obtain a subdomain
|B| ⊆ |A|. We would like to destroy some elements of |A|. The
elements are consistent and deductively closed sets of assertions in
A. Therefore, some elements of |A| must lose their consistency or
deductive closure to be destroyed. Also notice, that the loss of
deductive closure means intensification of entailment.”
Then we figured out, that inconsistency can be treated as entailment of contradiction in A> , and hence the loss of consistency can
be also treated as strengthening of entailment. The need to keep
considering separately entailment and consistency in a number of
technical situations, nevertheless, complicated our whole discourse.
With the definition of algebraic information system introduced
in this Thesis, the matters become much simpler.
Definition 5.1. We say that for algebraic information systems A
and B, domain |B| is an (algebraic) subdomain of domain |A| if
|B| ⊆ |A|.
Lemma 5.1 (Contravariance). For algebraic information systems
A and B, such that DA = DB , |B| ⊆ |A| iff `A ⊆`B .
It is easy to see that the case when DA 6= DB does not lead to
new domains |B|, so we do not consider this case further.
Since every algebraic information system is a finitary information
system, the discourse from the previous section applies. Namely,
we can see that if `A ⊆`B , the approximable mapping f from A to
A> , which corresponds to `B , is reflexive.
Since B is an algebraic information system, the restriction of f
to A → A approximable mapping (or its extension to A> → A> )
is also transitive, so the corresponding restriction or extension of
|f | would be a closure. Also the non-triviality condition |f |(⊥A ) 6=
>A> holds.
Definition 5.2. An approximable mapping f from an algebraic
information system A to the algebraic information system A> is
called a generalized non-trivial closure, if
1. ∀u, v ∈f in Pfin (DA ). u `A v ⇒ uf v (reflexivity of the restriction on A);
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2. ∀u, v, w ∈f in Pfin (DA ). uf v, vf w ⇒ uf w (transitivity of
the restriction on A);
3. ¬(∅f {∇A> }) (non-triviality);
Lemma 5.2. Such generalized non-trivial closures from |[A → A> ]|
are in one-to-one correspodence with algebraic subdomains of |A|.
Moreover, for closures f and g and the corresponding subdomains
|F | and |G|, |F | ⊆ |G| iff g ⊆ f .
5.3. A metatheorem on reflexive transitive closure
We are about to build the domain of algebraic subdomains of
an algebraic Scott domain |A| as an algebraic subdomain of the
algebraic Scott domain |[A → A> ]|. Our new setting allows us to
do it in a systematic way compared to [3].
Definition 5.3. Consider the minimal algebraic information system Am = (DA , ∇A , `m
A ) and any binary relation
R ⊆ Pfin (DA ) × Pfin (DA ).
Then define the reflexive transitive closure
`R
A ⊆ Pfin (DA ) × Pfin (DA )
as follows. For any u, v ∈ Pfin (DA ), we say that u `R
A v, if there is
a finite sequence v1 , . . . , vn ∈ Pfin (DA ), such that v = vn and the
following condition holds:
S
Denote u0 = u and, inductively, ui = ui−1 vi for all i ∈
{1, . . . , n}. Then for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we require that either
∇A ∈ ui−1 , or vi ⊆ ui−1 , or there is u0 ⊆ ui−1 , such that u0 Rvi .
Definition 5.4. Consider the minimal algebraic information system Am = (DA , ∇A , `m
A ) and any binary relation R ⊆ Pfin (DA ) ×
Pfin (DA ). We say that a set x ⊆ DA is a theory with respect to
R, if x is consistent, that is ∇A 6∈ x, and closed under R, that is if
u ⊆ x and uRv, then v ⊆ x.
Theorem 5.1. Consider the minimal algebraic information system
Am = (DA , ∇A , `m
A ) and any binary relation R ⊆ Pfin (DA ) ×
Pfin (DA ). If there is at least one closed theory x with respect to R,
then AR = (DA , ∇A , `R
A ) is an algebraic information system and
domain |AR | is equal to the set of all theories closed with respect to
R.
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Corollary 5.1. Consider an algebraic information system A =
(DA , ∇A , `A ) and any binary relation R ⊆ Pfin (DA ) × Pfin (DA ).
S
Define binary relation R0 = R `A . Then if domain |A| contains
at least one element which is a theory closed with respect to R, then
0
domain |AR | consists of those elements of the domains |A|, which
are theories closed with respect to R.
5.4. The domain of algebraic subdomains
We are now ready to study the domain of algebraic subdomains
of an algebraic Scott domain |A|. We denote this domain |Sub(A)|.
This domain will consist of all generalized non-trivial closures from
|[A → A> ]|. These closures will represent the corresponding algebraic subdomains of |A|.
Theorem 5.2. The set |Sub(A)| of generalized non-trivial closures
from |[A → A> ]| is an algebraic subdomain of the algebraic Scott
domain |[A → A> ]|. Hence, |Sub(A)| is an algebraic Scott domain
itself.
Proof. Consider the algebraic information system F = [A → A> ].
We need to define the relation R, which would axiomatize properties
of generalized non-trivial closures.
Consider the following three sets:
Rr = {h∅, {hu, vi}i | u `A v, u, v ∈ Pfin (DA )}.
Rt = {h{hu, vi, hv, wi}, {hu, wi}i | u, v, w ∈ Pfin (DA )}.
Rn = {{∅, ∇A> }, {∇F }}.
They axiomatize, respectively, reflexivity, transitivity, and nontriviality.
S S
Take R = Rr Rt Rn .
The set `A is an approximable mapping from |F | = |[A → A> ]|.
(Remark: | `A | is the embedding λx.x). `A is also a theory with
respect to R. Hence, the corollary from the previous section implies,
0
that domain |F R | consists of those elements of the domains |F |,
which are theories closed with respect to R. It is easy to see that
these elements are precisely all generalized non-trivial closures.
0
Hence, the information system F R is exactly the information
system Sub(A) we have been looking for.
2
Theorem 5.3. For any b, c ∈ |Sub(A)|, b vSub(A) c iff for the
corresponding algebraic subdomains |B| and |C|, |C| ⊆ |B|.
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The idea behind this result is simple: the stronger the entailment,
i.e. the larger the generalized closure is, the fewer elements of |A|
remain intact (consistent and deductively closed).
This differs favorably from [19] and from the other approaches to
subdomains as sets of fixed points of projections, where subdomains
are ordered by inclusion. Indeed, the smaller a subdomain is as
a set, the more information we have about each of its elements,
and hence, the larger this subdomain should be informationally
(integers w reals is desirable).
Theorem 5.4. The continuous functions |i| : |A| → |Sub(A)| and
|j| : |Sub(A)| → |A| defined below yield a projection of |Sub(A)|
onto |A|. In terms of closure operations
|i|(y) = λx : |A|.x tA> y;
|j|(r) = |r|(⊥).
In terms of subdomains themselves
|i|(y) = {x ∈ |A| | x w y};
|j|(S) = min|A| S, where S is a subdomain of |A|.
Notice that some light non-triviality is involved in the construction of the embedding |i| : |A| → |Sub(A)|. All one-element subsets
of |A| form subdomains (the corresponding generalized closure is
|ry | = λx : |A> |.if x v y then y else >A> ). But due to Theorem 5.3, they are all incomparable (in fact, they are total elements
in |Sub(A)|). Therefore, the function x 7→ {x} is not monotonic.
This implies that this function is not Scott continuous and cannot
be used as an embedding.
5.5. Open issues
5.5.1. Reflexive domain of algebraic subdomains
Because |A| and |Sub(A)| form an embedding-projection pair, we
can use the inverse limit construction to obtain solutions of certain
domain equations involving Sub [12, 13, 18], e.g. |X| ∼
= |Sub(X)|,
|X| ∼
= |Sub(X)| + |A|, etc. Because Sub(A) describes theories of
all possible ways to intensify our means of entailment in A, it
might be of interest to study explicitly the iterations of this construction, Sub(Sub(A)), Sub 3 (A), etc., and their limit D, where
|D| ∼
= |Sub(D)|.
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5.5.2. Relationship between subdomains and subtypes
In [3] we expressed the opinion that compile-time and inheritanceoriented approaches to types, like subclasses in object-oriented
programming and variants of strongly normalizing typed lambdacalculi, are incompatible with retraction-based subtyping in domain
theory. This opinion was further confirmed by our reading of Section 10.4.4 on partial equivalence relations as types for systems
with subtyping in the textbook by Mitchell [14]. Mitchell explains
that in such systems entailment relation for the supertype should,
in general, be stronger, than entailment for the subtype. This and
next sections show that this is impossible for retractions yielding
algebraic domains, at least as long as we stay with the reflexive
transitive finitary logic.
Thus the issue of developing practical programming language
with types conforming to “data types as objects” paradigm [19],
where types are run-time first-class objects, and any compile-time
type checking and inference is considered to be an optimizing
partial evaluation, remains an important open issue. As long as
denotational semantics of such a language is expressible via
algebraic domains, the notion of subtyping should probably
correspond to the notion of subdomain developed in this section.
6. Finitary Retractions and Projections
This section represents our results obtained in 1986-1988 and
presented in [4]. With the introduction of our new version of the
definition of algebraic information system and our ideas in nonreflexive logic this material became much more transparent.
In general, sets of fixed points of retractions of algebraic Scott
domains form continuous Scott domains. In this section we study
the classes of finitary retractions and projections.
Definition 6.1. A retraction or projection of an algebraic Scott
domain |r| : |A| → |A| is called finitary if its set of fixed points is
algebraic.
For the duration of this section “domain” means algebraic Scott
domain, “subdomain” means algebraic Scott subdomain, and
“information system” means algebraic information system.
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6.1. Characterization of the classes of finitary retractions
and projections
6.1.1. Finitary retractions
Lemma 6.1. A retraction |r| of an algebraic Scott domain |A| is
finitary if and only if there is an algebraic Scott domain |B| and
Scott continuous functions |i| : |B| → |A| and |j| : |A| → |B|, such
that h|i|, |j|i is an embedding-retraction pair, such that |r| = |i| ◦ |j|.
Proof. It is enough to establish, that the embedding Fix(|r|) → |A|
and the map R : |A| → Fix(|r|), where R(x) = |r|(x) for all x ∈ |A|,
are Scott continuous. This, in turn, follows from the fact that given
a directed set S of fixed points of |r|, the least upper bound of S
in |A| is also a fixed point of |r|.
2
Definition 6.2. We say that a retraction |r| of an algebraic Scott
domain |A| possesses the intermediate reflexive property if
∀u, w ∈ Pfin (DA ). urw ⇒ ∃v ∈ Pfin (DA ). urv, vrv, vrw.
Lemma 6.2. Consider a retraction |r| of an algebraic Scott domain
|A| possessing the intermediate reflexive property. Define Ar =
r , ∇r , `r ) as follows. Let D r = {u ∈ P
(DA
A
A
A
fin (DA ) | uru}. Let
r
r {v , . . . , v } iff
∇A = S
{∇A }.
Let
{u
,
.
.
.
,
u
}
`
1S
n
1
m
A
S
S
r.
(u1 . . . un )r(v1 . . . vm ) for all u1 , . . . , un , v1 , . . . vm ∈ DA
r
r
∼
Then A is an algebraic information system and |A | = Fix(|r|).
Proof. Checking the axioms of algebraic information system for Ar
is straightforward. Observe that reflexivity of `rA follows from our
r,
selection of only such elements u ∈ Pfin (DA ) as members of DA
that uru.
Now we use the intermediate reflexive property of r. For any x ∈
r | u ⊆ x} belongs to |Ar |. For any y ∈ |Ar |,
Fix(|r|),Sthe set {u ∈ DA
the set {u | u ∈ y} is a fixed point of |r|. These are monotonic
injective maps. This establishes the desired isomorphism.
2
Lemma 6.3. Given an algebraic information system A and an
approximable mapping r from A to A defining a retraction |r|, the
following conditions are equivalent:
1. |r| is finitary.
2. ∀u, w ∈ Pfin (DA ). urw ⇒ ∃v ∈ Pfin (DA ). urv, vrv, vrw.
3. ∀u, w ∈ Pfin (DA ). urw ⇒ ∃v ∈ Pfin (DA ). urv, vrv, v `A w.
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Proof. 3 ⇒ 2 follows from r being an approximable
mapping, and
S
2 ⇒ 3 follows from considering v 0 = v w and observing that
urv, vrv, vrw implies urv 0 , v 0 rv 0 , v 0 `A w.
2 ⇒ 1 follows from the previous lemma.
Here we prove 1 ⇒ 2. Consider an algebraic information system
B and approximable mappings i and j from the Lemma 6.1. Consider u, w ∈ Pfin (DA ), such that urw. Then there is v 0 ∈ Pfin (DB ),
such that ujv 0 and v 0 iw, because r = i ◦ j. Because j ◦ i =`B ,
there is v ∈ Pfin (DA ), such that v 0 iv and vjv 0 . Then urv, vrv,
and vrw.
2
6.1.2. Finitary projections
Lemma 6.4. Given an algebraic information system A and an
approximable mapping p from A to A, the following conditions are
equivalent:
1. |p| is a finitary projection.
2. ∀u, w ∈ Pfin (DA ). upw ⇒ ∃v ∈ Pfin (DA ). u `A v, vpv, v `A w.
Proof. 1 ⇒ 2 follows from the previous lemma and the fact that
for a projection upv ⇒ u `A v.
To prove 2 ⇒ 1, observe that in the condition 2 upv and vpw, so
|p| is a finitary retraction, and u `A w, so |p| is a projection.
2
6.2. Domains of fixed points of finitary projections and
retractions from the viewpoint of logic of fixed
points
We could have used our technique of fixed-point subdomains to
describe the set of fixed points of an arbitrary or finitary retraction
or projection. However, since arbitrary retractions and projections
do not possess reflexivity property, this would move us outside of
the realm of algebraic information system even in the finitary case.
Instead, we use the fact that finitary retractions are exactly
those possessing the intermediate reflexive property that if ∀u, w ∈
Pfin (DA ). urw ⇒ ∃v ∈ Pfin (DA ). urv, vrv, vrw. Informally, this
means that there are sufficiently many finite conjuctions v, which
are reflexive (vrv) with respect to the retraction r, considered as
prospective entailment relation, so that any entailment done by
r can be done via such a reflexive conjuction v. These reflexive
conjunctions serve as a backbone of the new algebraic information
system Ar describing the domain isomorphic to the domain of fixed
points of |r|.
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Then, in the case of r defining a projection, we build the domain |Ar | via mechanism of conjuctive completion and of forgetting
the statements, not reflexive with respect to r. In the case of r
defining a general finitary retraction, we also have to replace the
native entailment by the one induced by r (Lemma 6.2). It is
precisely the forgetting step, which makes it impossible to consider sets of fixed points of finitary projections and retractions
as algebraic subdomains, as we will see later in this section.
6.2.1. Conjuctive completeness
We say that algebraic information system A is (finitely) conjunctively complete, if for any u ∈ Pfin (DA ), there is d ∈ DA , such that
{d} `A u and u ` {d}.
r = {u ∈ P
The step DA
fin (DA ) | uru} in Lemma 6.2 provides for
conjuctive completion. Actually, A`AA yield precisely the conjuctive
completion of algebraic information system A, and |A`AA | ∼
= |A|. It
is actually enough to add conjuctions only for such u ∈ Pfin (DA ),
that uru and there is no such d ∈ DA , that {d} `A u and u ` {d},
so if we start from a conjuctively complete system to begin with,
the conjuctive completion step can be omitted.
6.2.2. Domains of fixed points of finitary projections
When p defines a finitary projection, the construction of Lemma 6.2
is rewritten as follows.
p
, ∇pA , `pA ) is defined
An algebraic information system Ap = (DA
p
p
p
by DA = {u ∈ Pfin (D
A }, {u
SA ) |Supu}, ∇A = {∇S
S1 , . . . , un } `A
{v1 , . . . , vm } iff (u1 . . . un ) `A (v1 . . . vm ) for all
p
.
u1 , . . . , un , v1 , . . . vm ∈ DA
p
As before, |A | ∼
= Fix(|p|).
If the information system A was conjuctively complete to begin
with, the construction above could be modified as follows:
p
= {d ∈ DA | dpd}, ∇pA = ∇A , u `pA v ⇔ u `A v for all
DA
p
).
u, v ∈ Pfin (DA
T p
would belong to |Ap |.
Then for any x ∈ Fix(|p|), the set x DA
p
For any y ∈ |A |, the deductive closure of y in A is a fixed point of
|p|. This establishes the desired isomorphism.
this case, for any
T In
p
x ∈ |A|, |p|(x) is the deductive closure of x DA
in A.
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Why finitary projections do not form algebraic
subdomains

We give two examples. The first example illustrates the need for
conjunctive completeness or conjuctive completion. The second example actually shows, why forgetting does not allow us to consider
sets of fixed points of finitary projections to be subdomains. In both
examples we only list domain elements and sets of fixed points and
leave it to the reader to restore the actual information systems and
projections.
Consider the domain |A| = {∅, {1}, {2}, {1, 2}}. Consider the
projection |p| of |A| onto {∅, {1, 2}}. While there is an informaton
system describing the domain {∅, {1, 2}}, it cannot be obtained by
a projection from our original domain, because the original domain
is not conjunctively complete. The first version of our construction would allow us to obtain the domain isomorphic to Fix(|p|) as
|Ap | = {∅, {{1, 2}}} via a conjunctive completion.
On the other hand, if we consider an isomorphic conjunctively
complete situation, {∅, {1}, {2}, {1, 2, t}} and its projection onto
{∅, {1, 2, t}}, the second version of our construction of Ap would
yield {∅, {t}}.
The set {∅, {1, 2}} in the previous example can still be obtained
as a subdomain of |A|, although not via a projection. Now we consider a different example, namely |A| = {∅, {1}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}}, and
its projection |p| onto {∅, {1, 2}, {1, 3}}. The set {∅, {1, 2}, {1, 3}}
is not a domain determined by any algebraic information system
(consider, what would be {1}). The set {∅, {1, 2}, {1, 3}} is not a
subdomain of |A| and cannot be obtained from |A| via a closure
operation (consider, where would {1} go under a closure). This
is a conjunctively closed situation, and the second version of our
construction of Ap yields |Ap | = {∅, {2}, {3}}.
The last example shows that sometimes a set of fixed points of
a finitary projection is not equal to any domain described by an
algebraic information system and, hence, cannot be considered an
algebraic subdomain of the original domain. In other cases, like
our first example, the set in question is an algebraic subdomain,
but the closure operation describing it does not have anything in
common with the finitary projection in question.
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6.2.4. Domains of fixed points of generalized nontrivial
finitary retractions
In order to fully incorporate the discourse of the previous two
sections into the framework of finitary retractions, one has to consider generalized nontrivial retractions |r| : |A| → |A> |, such that
|r|(⊥) 6= >A> and |r|(|r|(x)) = |r|(x), when |r|(x) 6= >A> .
In order to use the setup of Lemma 6.1, one has to consider
retraction |r0 | : |A> | → |A> |, such that |r0 |(>A> ) = >A> and
|r0 |(x) = |r|(x) for x ∈ |A|. Notice that |B| has the compact top
element, and that Fix(|r|) ∼
= |B6> |.
Definition 6.2 can be extended to the generalized retraction |r|
without change.
Lemma 6.2 and its proof are applicable to the generalized nontrivial retraction |r| without change as well.
Lemma 6.3 also holds for |r|, but in order to establish 1 ⇒ 2 in
its proof, one should consider |r0 |.
Lemma 6.3 gives the criterion of finitarity of generalized nontrivial retractions, and Lemma 6.2 yields the construction of the
domain isomorphic to the domain of fixed points of a generalized
nontrivial finitary retraction.
6.2.5. Other criteria of finitarity
The following criterion of finitarity for projections was known before. A projection |p| : |A| → |A| is finitary iff ∀x ∈ |A|. x =
|p|(x) ⇒ x = t{x0 ∈ |A|0 | x0 = |p|(x0 ), x0 v x}. This criterion
can be obtained from Lemma 1(ii) of [10], which in effect says that
the set of finite elements in Fix(|p|) is {x0 ∈ |A|0 | x0 = |p|(x0 )}.
The consideration of information systems easily produces a much
nicer criterion based on the intermediate reflexive property
(Lemma 6.4). It does not require consideration of arbitrary nonfinite elements x and allows to select finitary projections from the
space of all continuous functions rather than from the space of projections. It can be literally rewritten in term of abstract cpo’s:
∀x0 , z0 ∈ A0 . z0 v |p|(x0 ) ⇒ ∃y0 ∈ A0 . x0 w y0 w z0 , y0 = |p|(y0 ).
Yet, one is unlikely to chose this criterion if he does not consider
information systems because it involves inequality z0 v |p|(x0 ).
Also notice that in this case we have to consider |p|(x0 ), which is
generally not finite.
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For retractions, the criterion based on the intermediate reflexive
property is given by Lemma 6.3. In terms of abstract cpo’s our
criterion can be rewritten as follows: a retraction |r| : |A| → |A|
is finitary iff ∀x0 , z0 ∈ A0 . z0 v |p|(x0 ) ⇒ ∃y0 ∈ A0 . y0 v |p|(x0 ),
y0 v |p|(y0 ), z0 v |p|(y0 ).
The finite elements of Fix(|r|) are obtained as images of the finite
elements of |A| under |r|. Hence, in the style close to [10], another
criterion can be written as follows: a retraction |r| : |A| → |A|
is finitary iff ∀x ∈ |A|. x = |r|(x) ⇒ x = t{|r|(x0 ) | x0 ∈ |A|0 ,
x0 v |r|(x0 ) v x}.
6.3 Domains of finitary projections and generalized finitary retractions
6.3.1. Domain of finitary projections
The set of all finitary projections |A| → |A| can be obtained as
the set of fixed points of the finitary projection |P r| of |A → A|.
Specifically, if g ∈ |A → A| define f = |P r|(g) by uf w iff ∃v ∈
Pfin (DA ). u `A v, vgv, v `A w.
It is easy to check that f is a finitary projection, and that if
g is a finitary projection then g = |P r|(g). To prove that |P r|
itself is a continuous function and a finitary projection, one should
notice that {(u1 , w1 ), . . . , (un , wn )}P r{(u, w)} iff ∃v. u `A v, v `A
w, {(u1 , w1 ), . . . , (un , wn )} `A→A (v, v).
6.3.2. Domain of generalized finitary retractions
In a similar fashion the set of all generalized nontrivial finitary
retractions can be obtained as a set of fixed points of a generalized
nontrivial finitary retraction |Ret| of |A → A> |. Hence this set is
an algebraic Scott domain.
6.4. Omitted issues
The details of construction of |Ret| is omitted in the present text.
This construction is the result of mating the construction of |P r|
with the construction of the domain of subdomains.
6.4.1. Limits of projective sequences
It is possible to generalize the construction of the limits of some projective sequences of domains defined by algebraic information systems, {h|An |, |An+1 |, |in |, |jn |i | |in | : |An | → |An+1 |; |jn | : |An+1 | →
|An |; h|in |, |jn |i is an embedding-projection pair; n = 1, . . .},
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from [12, 13] to arbitrary sequences of this kind. We do not give
the details of the generalized construction here.
6.5. Open issues
6.5.1. Issues related to the domain of finitary retractions
I do not know, whether |Ret| is unique.
The question might be somewhat related to the properties of the
space of all retractions, say, of a powerset. This space is a complete
lattice, but it is not algebraic and not even continuous.
6.5.2. Other subclasses of finitary retractions
Here we look at two special subclasses of the class of finitary
retractions, which may deserve special attention.
Let us look at the criteria for finitarity of retractions and projections once more. For retractions it is urw ⇒ ∃v. urv, vrv, vrw,
which can be rewritten as urw ⇒ ∃v. urv, vrv, v ` w. For projections it is upw ⇒ ∃v. u ` v, vrv, v ` w. There is an intermediate
case — retractions satisfying the property that urw ⇒ ∃v. u `
v, vrv, vrw. This class of retractions includes both finitary projections and closure operations, and the retractions from this class
possess a certain weak property of minimality, hence they can be
called quasi-minimal.
Another class is obtained from the observation that while for
finitary projections finite elements of sets of fixed points are finite
in the original domain too, this does not generally hold for finitary
retractions. We can call the retractions possessing this property
strongly finitary. The class of strongly finitary retractions includes
the class of finitary projections, but does not include the class of
closure operations.
Both quasi-minimal retractions and strongly finitary retractions
may be worth more detailed studies.
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